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TIGER PAW NOTES
Seminar in
London Theatre

Temple Israel
The Temple Israel invites all
Jewish students at the
university to attend the High
Holiday Services as guests of
the congregation. Services will
be held at the Scottish Rite
Temple, 33 West Alpine.
Rosh Ha Schona services will
be held Wednesday, September
30, at 8 pm and Thursday,
October 1, at 10 am. Yom
Kippur services will be held
Friday, October 9 at 8pm and
Saturday, October 10, at 10 am.
Students wishing to offer or
needing rides should leave word
with Paul Fairbrook's office in
Anderson dining hall.

Marine Natural
History Course
Contrary to rumors, Dr.
Michael Kaill's Winter Term
course Marine Natural History
is still scheduled. The course
involves a trip down the Baja
coast to the Institute of Oceanic
Investigation at Encinada,
stopping along the way for
underwater class sessions and
visits to various marine
stations. The course costs
between four and five hundred
dollars and includes lecture,
field exercises, and approved
individual projects. Although
expensive, it's a change from
the usual trip to the same desk
in the same classroom, If you're
interested, contact Dr. Kaill in
Weber Hall.

The Seminar in the London
Theatre, scheduled for Winter
term, conducted by Professor
John Seaman and Darrell
Persels, is conducting reserva
tions i m m e d i a t e l y on a
first-come first served basis.
The course will accomodate
those at any level- introductory
or advanced- and is open to all
students in the University.
The cost of the seminar is
approximately $625.00 althougn
this does not include $330.00;
round trip air fare or lunches
and dinners. However, it does
cover the cost of board in
London and Dublin, breakfasts,
transfers between conveyances
and sightseeing. It also includes
seven
legitimate theatre
tickets, one ticket to the Abbey
Theatre in Dublin, a special
visit to ITA television in
London, one ticket to the
Westminster "Sit-in" theatre'
with finished performance in
London, one experimental
theatre performance and one
performance
(including
membership) at the Players
Theatre.
The course (4 credits) will be
tailored to the individual level of
the student and also the special
setting of London. The tour will
depart Wednesday evening,
January 6, 1971, and return
Tuesday,
January
26.
Reservations can be made in 206
Administration, where more
information is available.

CHICANO AUTHORS
We wish to purchase short stories, poems, articles,
biographies and plays in English BY CHICANO
AUTHORS. All tthemes: joy, family, love, prejudice,
rage, achievement, etc. To be included in antholo
gies. Either unpublished works or reprints. Booklength manuscripts also wanted.
PENDULUM PRESS SOUTHWEST
1186 East Menlo Drive
Altadena, Calif. 91001

Sophisticated Skiers
NEED THE
FINEST
EQUIPMENT
we've got it at

village sports
OPEN MONDAY THEOUGH FRIDAY 10 A M.-9 P.M. — SATURDAY 9-5
299 LINCOLN CENTER

PHONE 478-5615

Enrollment Rises
The enrollment at UOP has
increased by approximately 300
students this semester. The
major portion of the increase
came in the colleges and
departments of the university
which were under-enrolled,
namely Callison and Raymond
colleges and the School of
Engineering.
All three cluster colleges are
presently below projected
enrollment, and the classes in
the School of ENngineering
were small, making an increase
possible. The enrollment of COP
was increased very little. Dean
Elliot Taylor of admissions feels
that enrollment at UOP will
level off at its present amount,
barring the addition of a new
cluster college.

Administration Attempts to
Insure Adequate Housing
Housing at UOP has undergone
many changes since last year^
The university has leased
Manchester House, located on
Manchester Avenue, for the
year. This unit of apartments
will house approximately 100
students. Director of Housing
Paul Fairbrook is hoping to
lease the apartments again for
next year, however, lack of
income over the summer may
prevent this.
The university is also planning
to build additional housing on
the north side of the campus
within the next three years. A
committee composed of both
faculty and students will decide
what type of housing to build.
Three Housing Changes
There have been three other
changes in housing this year.
1.$25,000 was spent to carpet all
the residence halls.

o Trnt> has started a painting
pa
2.UOP
program whereby_ if a room
has not been painted for the past
three years the students may
paint the room and the
university will supply the paint.
3 In order to reduce the great
amount of theft that took place
in the quad dorms last year,
an:experimental "lock-out'
system is being tested at Jesse
Ballantyne. The doors are
locked most of the day, and if a
student is locked outside she can
use the newly installed intercom
system to call inside and have
someone come and open the
door.
If you don't have a chair right
now, you will soon. Any student
missing furniture should tell his
Head Resident and the furniture
will be provided as soon as
possible.

PSA Election
PSA
elections
for
representatives of Callison,
Raymond and Covell Colleges
are scheduled for the week of
October fifth. Petitions are
available in the PSA office now,
as they will be throughout the
week. These three people are
the cluster colleges' only three
representatives in the PSA
legislature. All other
representatives are elected by
living group.

DANCE-SHOW
CRYSTAL-IMAGE
FRI. - SAT.
9:00 - 1:00
HEAVY SOUNDS

at

Boyces Pi
744 N. El Dorado
463-1664

BOURBON STREET
LIQUORS
LIQUORS - WINES
MIXES - KEG BEER

ICE
464-3886

"

3826 WEST LANE

itnd Charming
" Pure Nostalgia

The Basement Coffee HouseOpen tonight and Saturday,
8 p.m.—2 p.m. featuring music
and food, basement John Bal
lantyne.
Anderson
Y
CinemaTonight,Saturday and Sunday,
"Planet of the Apes", shown at
6:30 and 9pm, $3.50.
Coming Attractions
The
Fantasticks-The
professional San
Francisco
production
of
''The
Fantasticks",
the
world's
longest running musical play,
will come to Pacific's Music
Conservatory for one night only,
Saturday, October 10. The multi
racial cast will perform this
highly acclaimed musical at
8:30 p.m. It is sponsored by the
PSA and tickets for UOP stu
dents are $1.50 and $2.50.
Drama Season Announced-The

Drama department of
the
University of the Pacific
announces
this season's
schedule.
Mime Show- Directed by Dr.
Carl Talbot, October 23.
24,25,30, and Nov. 1.
A Night of One Acts- Including
a student directed show
December 4,5.
Shaw's Major Barbara- Marcli
19,20,21,26. 27,28.
Potpourri- Last show oi
season, May 7,8, and 9.
Homecoming...October 17
This year's dance features Aura
and Tower of Power, two San
Francisco groups. The dance for
the first time in many years will
be held on campus.
Coming 1971.... April 18... (you|
heard it right)...CHIC AGO
March 4...at the civic..JUDK
COLLINS.
_

Sef<suu*u'd Liquors
LIQUOR - WINE - DELICATESSEN
Party Supplies - Groceries Keg Beer - Free Delivery
1 2 5 E. J A M E S T O W N
PHONE 478-3275

S T O C K T O N , CALIF.

6503

PACIFIC AVE.
(BY Payless)

( A N D LINCOLN CENTER M A R T I N I Z I N G ]

TIGER TUBS
THE LARGE COIN OPERATED LAUNDRY

27 REGULAR WASHERS
4 LARGE WASHERS
17 DRIERS
"LET'S GO, TIGERS!"
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crimson flames flash through my brain
by Bob Keeney
Amidst great fears generated crowd into a festive sprit.
by the Stockton Police
Anticipation was building as
Department, Fat City's own the Byrds' equipment managers
mini-Woodstock came off made a final check on the 5,500
without a hitch. To Stockton's pounds of equipment which they
amazement, the crowd of about had brought from LA. Included
14,500 witnessed a surprisingly in this immense electronics
well-organized rock concert. array was a 4,000 watt stereo
The music was provided by It's public address system, just like
a Beautiful Day, the Byrds, you would want for your
[ Lamb, Stuart Little, and A living room. The crowd rose to
! Brother, My Cousin and I. The
its feet as the Byrds walked on
- performances ranged from stage. Incredibly tight, the
1 boring to highly moving.
Byrds lived up to everyone's
Although
t h e r e w e r e expectations.
Playing an
musicians on stage at two assortment of old favorites,
| o'clock in the afternoon, the including Mr. Tambourine Man,
show really did not start until at My Back Pages, Turn, Turn.
least three. A Brother, My Turn, and Eight Miles High as
! Cousin, and I did not excite well as some cuts from their
anybody. The crowd was new double album, the Byrds
preoccupied with throwing kept the crowd standing
! frisbees,
drinking wine and throughout the entire set. After
|smoking dope. The most exciting receiving a thunderous ovation,
part of the set was unplanned. they returned to perform a
With a roar and a cloud of fifteen minute encore.
smoke, fifteen burly bikers
By now, six hours of music,
resplendent in all their greasy wine, and other assorted drugs
| glory, rumbled into Pacific was beginning to really take jj"
Memorial Stadium bearing two effect on the crowd. The crowd
kegs of beer. Fortunately, all was approaching a frenzy when
they wanted to do was to have a It's A Beautiful Day began their
good time, just like everybody set. Their performance was
else.
both loud and entertaining as the
The next attraction was stadium was lit up under the
Stockton's own Stuart Little. glare of floodlights. The
|
Starting from scratch, they got audience
if
a u u i c i i t c was
w a s eespecially
specially ^
mm
the crowd moving but couldn't respondant to White Bird and jfcr
keep the people on their feet. Don and Dewey. The electric J* *» /
Maybe next time. As the sun violin solos of David LaFlame g^f^"
warmed the crowd, the San really knocked the crowd out
Francisco based group Lamb Reluctantly, they returned to do
slowly began their set. Although one encore and left to a standing
they started slowly, they ovation. Thus, the minisucceeded in gradually bringing Woodstock of the San Joaquin
the crowd to a fevered pitch, Valley ended at nine in the
and for the first time during the evening. We're sure that almost
day, kept the crowd on its feet everyone who attended had a
and was called back for an nice day.
encore. They had lifted the
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McCrone Desires Academic Excellence

II.-

.
by Dean A. Robbins
Dr
Alistair McCrone, 38
assumed
the
position
of
Acedemic Vice-President at
UOP in August. He replaced Dr.
John Bevan, who resigned to
take a position at Davidson
College. McCrone had been
Associate Dean of the Graduate
School of Arts and Sciences at
New York University (NYU).
Nationally recognized in the
field of geology, McCrone had
been chairman of the geology
department at NYU since 1966.
He arrived at NYU in 1959 as an
instructor of geology. He
previously held teaching
positions at the University of
Kansas and the University of
Nebraska. He also has worked
as a geologist for the Shell Oil
Company in the Y ukon and
NorthwestTerritories
of
Canada. Last year he gave a
series of 48 lectures on geology
and related topics for the CBS
National Network.
Reflections on Pacific
McCrone believes that "what
is both possible and desirable in
higher education is nearer to
reality her (UOP) than at many
other universities." For this
reason he chose to come to
UOP. McCrone feels his efforts
for educational change can
reach fruition better here than
at many other schools. Because
of UOP's past traditions of
excellence, he believes that
there does not need to be a great
undoing of previous actions to be
able to create new and
innovative programs.
McCrone senses a feeling of

r>riHp
ambition and mutual
pride,
respect ambition
among faculty and

students at UOP. In speaking
with students, he has been
favorably impressed by their
candidness. In fact, he stated,
"this institution has exceeded
my expectations as I
have
learned
more
about
it."
McCrone believes that the
intellectual range at UOP
should have no bounds and that a
national and international scope
is necessary.
The new Academic VicePresident hopes that he "can
serve the educational goals of
UOP by assuring that the valid
ideas of faculty and students
gain implementation." As a
result, they will become a part
of the American education
mainstream. He stresses that
this is a university and therefore
a balanced unit whose greatness
depends upon its undergraduate
programs.
He fully supports
established programs such as
Community Involvement and
the Teacher Corps. He is very
enthusiastic over the prospects
of the newly created MexicanAmerican Studies Program anu
and
the compelling persuasiveness
of its directors' ideals.
When asked about the role of
intercollegiate athletics at
UOP,
McCrone
said
"successfully competing
athletic teams can improve a
schools' visibility." However,
he wants more time to acquaint
himself sufficiently with this
and other university programs.

ill!

Ecology Devotee
himself as
as
McCrone describes
McCrone
descrito himself
himself as
being pathologically devoted to
thP cause of ecology. He has
conducted research
conaucieu
--- on nnn
•pollution
I .nflP
in the Hudson River and Lo g
Island Sound. A danger to be
avoided in the ecology
movement is fadism. "We must
get away from the America
crash-program syndrome and
establish long-range programs
needed for the judicious use ot
our finite resources. McCrone
believes that the people must
demand certain levels of service
...LI:tn govern
from public officials to §over
the use of our environmental
resources. Along with
is
demand, there must be pu
insistence that certain

i|v
frecl»

mentioned by
administrativemember tudent
/.nmmittei
me
committee
™
.
t
committee
iltv stllden
fac
greeted him. McCrone is
wnic i
^ wide breadth of
kno
;„fQroct<; from
the

25,

Cycilists
Petition City

In the five years that
T«
[Cole, Director of DupUca^
has lived in Stockton, he b
cycled 7,000 miles. This year h
is looking for public support,!
.h u m an nn ii tt ii pe ss . A l t h o u g h al
his proposal to the Stockton Cit
actica
Council to allot money to insUt
the safety of Stockton bicyclist;
Cole, who moved to Stocktc
5?S involved with the solving
from Connecticut five yeat
of contemporary problems.
jago, likens the flat geography;
President Robert Burns noted | the valley to that aroun
that McCrone had been the
Amsterdam. Comparing t
director of a 520 student
cycling experiences on the eas
direci
^ ^ Nm Burns
' coast and his experiences her!
Llieves this experience should
however, he says he finj
believes this ex.y
g
beUer
cycling extremely dangerous i
giv
di
of students. Greg
(Stockton.
president, stated
Last year Cole and a group (
Graves,and
fellow cyclists went to the Cit
percentages of the national
tha; MJCtom
^
(Council suggesting that son
inte^est
expenditures can be devoted to
good
accompameu
uj
"
•
—
j
°
attention be paid to the situatic
the solving of the environmental
accompanied^ by
perspective of students. Graves (of the bicyclists>in town. The
crisis.
mentioned that McCrone puts a
were told that they would hav
McCrone strongly believes
great deal of emphasis on (to demonstrate the need ft
that the technological expertise
academic excellence.
bicycle paths, lanes, etc. 1
presently existing could resolve
Dr. William Binkley, Dean of
submitting a petition. Cole
the crisis. "A university can
COP said that McCrone has the
now circulating such a petitic
contribute a catalytic effect to
difficult
task of drawing the
and is arranging for his group
the ecology movement through
programs of various schools | be on the agenda of the Octoh
the use of its readily-available
together for their more 12 City Council meeting.
expertise." He further pointed
expeiuse.
.,
effective
implementation.
As a means of publicizing h
out that UOP is in an especially
Binkley sees McCrone as the cause, the day of the city count
e
col
good position for t °£i
^cn
type of man who asks
research due to its close
meeting he is arranging
penetrating questions in a
proximity to a side range of
parade of people on bicycles
thorough examination of all
man-made and natural
ride down to the City Count
issues before accepting a
envoronments.
meeting October 12 from t
proposal. Binkley said that | UOP campus. The purpose
Committee Comments
McCrone has a concern for (the "bike-in" will be
Perceptiveness
and
developing
the university as a (demonstrate public support 1
CANDIDNESS WERE TWO OF
balanced whole.
McCrone's characteristics
bicycle trails and routs
Dr. Niel Lark, a Raymond
mentioned
|Stockton.
College professor, appreciates
Perceptiveness
and
ON CAMPUS
McCrone's recognition of the
candidness were two of
At
Cole's
suggestio
need for faculty to take a part in ! Superintendant of Buildings a
McCrone's
characteristics
governing the university, while Grounds Charles Norwood
also realizing the importance of (planning to install more bi
full-time administrators.
racks around campus and a
UNCLASSIFIED
ramps on the sidewalks arou
Pacifican 464-8742
ADS
the dorm areas so that studei
can ride to and from class
without getting off their bin
WANTED UNCLASSIFIED ADS, SEE OR CALL We now carry Inter-Varsity, Navigators
JOHN J. MONDLOCK AT AKL 462-9681
OR PACIFICAN OFFICE 946-2140 or
464-8742.

and Campus Crusade books for UOP
students. Family Book Store, Weberstown.

WANTED—Alumnium Cans. Deliver to or
call Greg 165 W. Stadium 465-4207.

NEW BOOK
Pollution and the Death of Man, The
Christian View of Ecology. Francis A.
Schaeffer, $1.95. Family Book Store,
Weberstown.

WANTED—Used 26 inch
CHEAP 946-2140.

mens

bike.—

FOR SALE—Hemp
Hammock
(Yellow
make ofer. 462-9681 John or Al.

Cover those ugly walls iwth our beautiul posters. Family Book Store, Webers
town.

TYPING—My home any kind. Reports,
Essay's, outlines, manuscripts, etc. Ph
478-0610.

FOR SALE-Jeep 1 954, Roll bar, lockable
metal top, rebuilt 4 cyl. engine $1200
and must sell. 478-1145 after 5.

FOR SALE—La Fuma rucksack like new
exc. for climbing or back packing.
All sophomore, junior and senior girls
Make offer 462-9768
Pete.
interested in open bidding a sorority
this fall, please notify Dean Davis' oftice for information.

for $1.00 you 8e»

TOSTADA
BURRITO
BUCKET OF BEANS

STUDENTS

! I

No more than a
2 minute wait on
offer good on y

Get Your ....
STUDENT STANDBY
THE INFINITY RING
Our exclusive "Going Together"
rings say it with feeling.
Don't just tell her how much you care.
Put it in diamonds for infinity. $25.

GRANAT BROS
JEWELERS SINCE 1905

WEBERSTOWN MALL • STOCKTON
Open 'til 9p.m. Mon., Thur. and Fri.

AIRLINES TICKETS
AT

CHARLES TRAVEL SERVICE
200 W. HARDING
Near University

LARGE DRINK

0330

466-0911
Convenient parking

American Express Representative

Lower Sact.

Road 1

Hammer Lane
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People are Living in

Mendelson Indicts Student-Imposed
Fear of one Another"
PSA Governmental Impotence

by Janell Gregg
communication. "There are
When you were seven years
by Bill Mendelson
of several PSA officials, a lack
which exists depends entirely on
places in the university for the
old did you ever run up to your
of knowledgable, experienced
the
student body it purportedly
s
t
r
i
c
t
l
y
r
a
t
i
o
n
a
l
a
n
d
Bill Mendelson has been persons on the committees
best friend to shows him a new
represents. The governmental
analytical," says the chapel i n v o l v e d w i t h s t u d e n t dealing with the revision, and is
gift or share a new idea and be
dean, "but in chapel we must government at UOP for the past further complicated by the organization on this campus is
shut down by a devastatingly
not feel so limited." We can use three years. He has been active suspicious feelings which exist mistakenly called the PSA; it is
simple: so? Or did it happen
effective
ways to express our in two PSApresidential elections bettween COP and Cluster the student body as a whole
just last week? So, who cares?
feelings
as
we search together and has actively campaigned for
which is the PSA- no one and
Have you ever wondered if any
College students.
to identify and share our constitutional reform.
nothing else.
body cares?
Communications have always
Concerning Issues
Four years ago, "lack of been a problem because the PSA
So? was the theme of the ultimate values. Traditional
theological language can't communications" was the
The students can form any
first chapel program of the
Senate and President have
always express these feelings reason students, and especially
kind of governmental structure
semester presented by Dr. Dale
always found something else to
and
new
symbols
are
needed
for
the PSA was ineffective. You do with your money (like new they desire, but only if they
M. Heckman, the new dean of
our
shared
meaning."
can,
if you try, hear the same carpeting, drapes and furniture care; only if they care how
the chapel. Dr. Heckman's
In this direction Dr. Heckman thing being said today.
message stressed that the asker
for their offices), because the $160,000 of their money is spent
foresees bringing people from
Four years ago I was told that a p p o i n t m e n t
of the question: "who cares,"
of
t h e every year; only if they care
inside
and
outside
the
university
student involvement in the Communications Commissioner enough about setting their own
implies the answer: "I do."
into chapel, but not only in the community and on campus was has usually been based on
rules relating to how they live,
Believing that everyone cares in
traditional performer-audience one of the goals of the PSA patronage rather than ability, instead of being dictated to:
some way, about something, Dr.
situation. Dr. Heckman sees a government and the University and because of the failure in the
Heckman feels that, in an
only if they care enough about
basic need for a contemporary administration. You can still past of the Pacifican to find
educational system and a world
their own education to involve
chapel on the UOP campus: hear the same thing being said out and report what has been themselves in the processes
that are highly fragmented,
"The challenge is to create today, despite the fact that h a p p e n i n g
many people are unaware of
within
t h e which determine what kind of
something
in tune with where many programs have folded, government.
others who share their
education will be offered at
we are now." However, the some have withered and others
fundamental concerns. "People
These situations also point to Pacific; only if they care
chapel dean also feels that are in danger of extinction the one factor which will in large
are living in fear of one another,
enough about how their tuition
certain
traditional forms, such because of lack of funding and part determine whether or not money will be spent, on what
in fear of stereotypes of one
as praise of good things we support by the University and the students will be able to items, and about the direction
another," he says; political and
share
or experience, are by a group of selfish, narrow- significantly influence the this University should be taking.
social outsides prevent people
necessary
in contemporary minded white students hateful educational and social future of
from communicating their inner
Only when the students care
ways. He hopes to be able to use enough to deny their black this
campus.
Student enough about these issues will
values, or at least from candidly
all the media, music, drama, brothers an equal opportunity at government can continue as it the real issue be resolved and
admitting their hostilities.
p o e t r y , a n d d a n c e , i n obtaining an education.
has been in the past- impotent- will their government structure
"There is a stark raving need
expressions
of these forms.
Nothing Happening
or it can become one of the cease to be a college-level
for reconciliation
among
The examples cited above strongest, most vital elements Mickey Mouse Club where
people," says Dr. Heckman.
Background
serve only to illustrate the on campus; and all it depends on individual egos are placed above
Seeing reconciliation as one of
In addition to formulating primary point I hope to convey. is whether or not you are the
common good; only when
the essential functions of the
these plans for a relevant and It is not to say that nothing has sufficiently concerned about
they care enough will their
chapel program, Rev. Heckman
personal chapel, Dr. Heckman happened in the aforementioned your future here to involve
government
become
an
believes that "the chapel should
maintains a hand and an interest areas, but there has been yourself within the government, effective and powerful tool for
help people to meet each other
in a variety of affairs. Dr. nothing visible, nothing that has making it a more viable influencing University policy
frankly and openly." Hemmed
Heckman just received his meant a damned thing to the structure, and by demanding and implementing student ideas
in by fear, people "miss the
Ph.D. in ethics and higher overwhelming majority of UOP that those in office become in University programs, and
remarkable thing about
education from the Graduate students. Talk of a student union responsive to the needs of the only when they care enough will
existence, the web of value
Theological Union in Berkeley. now centers around converting student body in general. the University become truly
which permeates the human
While there and at the the Anderson Y, although no one Because, although it sounds responsive to the needs and
race. We need a place to begin,
University of California there he is sure as to how much it will trite, any student government desires of the students.
where the radical and the
participated in research on cost to remodel the Y, how
conservative, the parent and the
higher education and made a much to maintain and run it,
youth, the student and the
study of draft resistors and their who will run it, or any of the
administrator
can
discover
peers. This latter study other similar questions which
mutual cares and fears. We
investigated why some people can be raised.
need a regular means through
take risks for certain ethical
One should also note that no
which people from different
convictions and others do not.
serious investigation of the
parts of the university can level
He feels that people fulfill their possibilities of a new structure
DOK-SHOONS OR HOT DOGS
with each other."
best selves when they are has taken place in the past six
An Unusual Name — And You Will
To achieve this reconciliation
encouraged to take responsible years. Constitutional reform has
Discover An Unusual Taste Treat
0
people and realization of
* O R D E R S T O G O *
risks; "People who are fearful languished due to the pettiness
common
humanity,
Dr.
(IN LINCOLN CENTER SOUTH)
move more out of desparation
Heckman recognizes the need
6527 PACIFIC AVE.
than
insight."
478-1900
0I"
new
avenues
of
CHINA, CRYSTAL

STERLING, GIFTS *
Open Thursdays 'til 9 p.m.
Free Gift Wrap
and Delivery

GOOD BEER
GOOD FOOD
FRIENDLY SERVICE
Whaf

More Can You Ask
PIZZA

ITALIAN FOODS
SUBMARINES

DINOS

HAMMER LANE

AT LOWER SACTO. RD.
PH. 478-3736

^Hunter

•.

"studios
2002 Pacific Avenue 463-8913

25 Kilos Freshly Mowed Grass

Hide-A-Way on
Hammer Lane

II A.M.—11 ,M.

Consolation prize:

Across from Bruner's

<77-7727

1,000
UOP CO-EDS
to receive 8 pair
of earrings

for best 30-60 minute radio comedy or drama
submitted to KUOP-FM.
Deadline: Friday,
Nov. 6.
Please see JOHN ELLINGTON at
KUOP. (Bring your own lawnmower.)

ext t0

0PEN

RODDY AUTO

I

I

WANTED!!

two week trip to the Netherlands

(for real).

ABSOLUTELY FREE

WEBERSTOWN MALL—STOCKTON
4950 PACIFIC AVE.
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Finance Center Remodeled
While Classrooms Crumble
"Everybody's Running"
DAN BAVA HEADS Y

The disenfranshized of
America— well at least of
Stockton—are pictured on the
walls of the Anderson Y. They
are also found in the chairs and
on
the
floor.
Dan
Bava,Executive Director of the
Y, hopes they'll find some sort
of home there.
Bava desires to mold the Y
into a makeshift student
center— that is, the center 01
student activity. Why was it
repainted? "To make it at
tractive, to warm it up.' The
number of people roaming
through the Y at 9am last
Tuesday seems to indicate that
goal has been reached.
But Bava realizes more is
needed than an attractive
facility. In order to pull the
campus together he proposes to
channel Callison and Raymond
as well as COP community
programs through the Y. Bava
contends a greater impact
results from such centralization
and much needless duplication
of effort is avoided.
He also advocates combining
the Y camp with those of
Raymond and Callison. The
combined budgets of the three
camps could attract speakers of
national interest. Bringing
people from COP and the cluster
colleges together in a relaxed
atmosphere before school
begins could also help unite the
university student body.
But those are future plans.
Right now Bava is reorganizing
the Y's campus-oriented
activities. Centered in the Y are
services for drug, draft,
religious and marriage
counseling.
Planned Parenthood is
organizing at UOP in
conjunction with the greater
Stockton group. Bava would
prefer to see more campus
groups organize around sociomoral issues.

But working within the
campus community is only part
of the function of the Y,
according to Bava. He feels the
greater portion of the Y's
efforts should be directed
toward relating the university to
the community of Stockton. In
this vein, he sees the Y
functioning as an appropriate
counterpart of CIP.
While CIP brings the
community into the campus,
Bava hopes the Y can take the
campus into the community. He
offers four programs at
present—they are aimed at
acquainting students with the
community and the community
with students.

The project most likely to
allow students to experience
Stockton's minority life style is
the Pals Program. The program
is co-ordinated by the San
Joaquin County Welfare
Department on a completely
volunteer vasis. Bava describes
it as a sort of Welfare Rights
program, where a student helps
an ideigent family articulate its
desires.
The Y is also continuing to
tutor in elementary schools. A
Counselor Aide program will
send UOP students to Edison,
Franklin and Stagg High Schools
as well as Hamilton and
Marshall Junior Highs.
Bava would also like to see
more winter session courses
aimed at bettering the
community. He feels the
January term offers itself
readily to the type of supervised
effort which could be most
effective.
Bava realizes he is operating
in a rather confining
atmosphere. He is depressed by
the fact that "everybody's
running" around the school. He
knows "not much more can be
done with this building." But he
feels a lot can be done with the
peope who visit it, and it is they
who concern him.

by Shari Searce
Standing bewildered in the
plush gold surroundings of the
"72 degree year-round,
temperature-controlled

financial center, I remembered
the facility as it once was the old
health
center.
Fleeting
memories of fuzzy grey nurses
carrying tongue depressors and
fading remembrances of
antiseptic blah-green walls are
now banished by the realities of
thick carpets, tastefully
selected paintings, and
mahogony colored desks. What
better atmosphere could I be in
to question the extensive
developments that are apparent
to all who tried to walk straight
through the administration
building only to bump into a
strange wall?
It was not the fading bruise on
my nose that prompted me to
question
the
campus
improvements. My curiosity
was aroused by the memory of a
statement released last April in
the Pacifican. The article
discussed tuition increases with
assurances
by
Regent
President Ted Baun that "the
entire increase will bedevoted
to improvement of academic
programs...none of the funds
will be used for new buildings or
expansion of existing facilities."
With quotation in hand, I braved
the secretary barricade and
talked to the Director of Fi
nances, Robert McMaster and
later Dr. Winterberg, Financial
Vice-President.
My immediate concern was
where the money for
improvements came from.
McMaster's obvious answer was
the evasive term known as the
"budget." After a ten-minute
lesson in miniature on general
finances, I realized that I knew
absolutely nothing about money
management, especially this
campus's finances. I never
received
definite figures
explaining how the tuition
increase was incorporated into
the budget; I only obtained
vague statements assuring me
that the increase went into the

instructional and student
services end of the academic
program.
Although my main concern
had been finances, just a few
minutes with Dr. Winterberg s
exuberance
over
the
development projects proved to
be enough to quiet my
subversive inquiries
into
campus expenditures. He
discussed the wide range of
improvements that were
instigated this summer.
Foremost
among
the
renovations were the financial
center and the administration
building. Other major projects
included updating the
Conservatory and developing the
music studios. A new
Chemistry
laboratory, im
proved teachers' offices, as
well as a small center for the
Dean of COP blossomed during
vacation. T he Art department's
quonset and the Rotunda were
both redone. Housing benefitted
in two ways from the buildingfever. Carpeting for the
dormitories was installed to
make the dorms quieter. To
avoid overcrowding, the
Manchester Arms Apartments
were leased by the University
for the year.
"A need that had to be met,"
was the explanation offered by
Dr.
Winterberg. Through
special opportunities
> the
needed developments were
realized this summer. The
improvements are unusually
well-timed. This year the
accrediting committee comes
on campus to observe the
facilities and the use of these
facilities in the educational
process. Surely, the committee
will be impressed with the
subtle splendor of the financial
center.

This summer's improvements
were necessary and extensive
even though all the necessary
renovations could not be
accomplished. Of course, one
need not be too concerned by the
fact that there are still
development problems; as I was
reminded by McMaster, "you
can't do everything at once."
Although I now sit in a desk
mutilated by the growing
graffiti in a room that shakes as
the teacher energetically writes
on the blackboard, my comfort
will be that someday when the
opportunities and funds once
again arise, I may be able to
study in an environment of
sumptuous splendor similar to
the financial center's, if I live so
long

Soccer Team
Delta-Faces Fresno

The UOP Soccer team postec
its first win Saturday in a scrim
mage against San Joaquin
Delta College. The 4-1 win was
sparked by Gustavo Wilson s
three goals and Leslie
McCrosties' one goal. The game
climaxed the first nine days of
practice.
Led by coaches Jom Fucci an<
Fausto Rhor and captaii
Fernando Duk, the team showed
good offensive and defensive use
of the 4-3-3-formation. The fine
preseason showing Saturday
indicates that the Tigers'
soccer team should be a stron
contender in the PCAA league
Their next game will be against
Fresno State on September 26.
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Tigers Defense Saves Second Win

Defensive safety Greg Runnals (27) shown here nailing a Long
Beach receiver.
straight times in the waning
by Alonzo Karr
minutes of the ballgame.
A fired up Pacific Defense
The Tiger offense, although
was able to hold All-American
not as flashy as it was against
Leon Burns and the rest of his
Texas, was more balanced as
Long Beach State 49ers to a
Pacific's rushing, lead by Jack
mere touchdown in a 9-6
Burke and Dave Brigham
conference victory last
totaled 95 y a r d s . B o t h
Saturday in Pacific Memorial
Brigham and Burke were able to
Stadium before 15,800 hometown
carry the Tiger attack when it
fans The crowd was boisterous
was shown at times that Long
for the most part of the home
Beach's pro-type defensive
opener. A loud roar was given to
secondary was just too much for
the Pacific defense after Glen
Pacific's receivers. The Tiger
Boehme
annihilated
the
offensive line,which consists of
Soutnland quarterback after his
tackles Rich Masey and veteran
attempted bootleg option run
Steve Hubbard, center Steve
with less than a minute to go in
Sutton and guards Chris Klyse
the game. Boehme's initial stop
and Marv Robinson, showed
was crucial for it was the 49ers
vast improvement and were
fourth down play and five yards
able to blast open holes against
to go. John Reed, as he did
a Long Beach defensive line that
against El Paso in the opener,
averaged nearly 240 pounds.
was able to successfully Often a strong 49ers' pass rush
perform the quarterback keeper
^VWWVWVWWVWWf¥¥¥TTB >
play and run out the clock to
preserve
Pacific's
second
victory. The Tigers' first
conference win was decided.
They had successfully held the
Long Beach Staters four
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was quelled because Tiger
fullback Dave Brigham would
completely take out rushers
with devastating cut blocks.
Another asset to the running
backs' offensive game was their
ability to become extra targets
for passer John Read. Brigham
and Burke were both able to
hang onto short screen passes
that provided important
yardage during key instances.
Field General John Read who
hit 17 or 42 passes for 183 yards,
had two passes bounced off
Tiger receivers into the hands of
Long Beach defense. These two
passes, combined with six other
dropped aerials in the El Paso
game, are a total of 8 that
should have been good for
additional Tiger passing
yardage. The Tigers first score
came on a John Read pass to
flanker back Roger Coleman for
a 7 yard touchdown completion.
Roger had another fine game as
he latched onto six passes for 60
yards. The other wide receiver,
split end Honor Jackson, had a
good first half as he caught 5
passes for 79 yards, which
included a slant in pass that
went for 23 yards. Head Coach
Homer Smith has a lot of
confidence in his short pass
offense, who are usually good
enough to get first down
yardage. The Tiger receiving
corps faced a pro-type defensive
secondary that included two
safeties and two cornerbacks.

Their tight coverage, far
superior to that which the Tigers
faced in Texas, resulted in five
interceptions and several key
pass deflections.
The outstanding aspect of
UOP's game was the ability of
the defense to hold Leon B urns
to 54 yards gained on 28
carries. Although his best run
was only for nine yards, he was
able to account for the 49ers'
only score on an end sweep play.
The Long Beach State offense
would start their play by having
Burns line up in a power I
formation. A fake handoff to the
renowned Burns, caught the
Tiger defense off momentarily.
The entire Tiger defense unit
coached by Kentuckian born
Chester Caddas, looked as if
they had played together for two
years instead of just two games.
Linebackers Bob Crawford
again achored the Tigers
defense as this week he received
the PCAA Defensive Conference
player of the week award. His
nine tackles and four assists
often came on plays that would
be essential for him to take out
a blocking back to get to the
fleet Leon Burns. His ability to
cover all over the field was
shown for he would often help
our safety Greg Runnals bring
down a Long Beach receiver.
Crawford was not the only
player to receive recognition as
quick guard. Rick Lebherz was
named Northern California
Defensive player of the

Tailback Jack Burke (21) shown rushing through a hole blown open
by Dave Brigham (48), Rich Masey (79) and Steve Hubbard (77).

week,had seven tackles and
eight assists. This senior guard
was always able to get by their
offensive lineman and cause
their signal caller to roll out of
the pocket where he would have
heavy pursuit by tackle Pat
Cosgrove, who recovered a
fumble, Harlan Hart, or Ralph
Jordan, a 6 foot 3 incher from
Los Angeles City College.
Defensive ends Glen Boehme,
Don Gordon, and Rich Henry
again played effective games as
they were able to help contain
the Long Beach offense. The
other linebacker Curt Barker
played one of the finest games in
his career as he recovered a
fumble, deflected a pass, had
seven tackles and at least 6
assists. Vern Kellerman often
replaced Barker in the second
half and stopped the 49ers three
times. The defensive backs,
according to their Coach Walt
Harris, played a fine game. His
defenders, notably cornerbacks
Mike Barr, Art White and safety
Greg Runnals had a difficult job
as they had to recover after the
Long Beach quarterback Chuck
Davidson rolled out to pass. The
starters were able to roll up 148
passing yards, mostly to their
tight-end on short screen passes.
The defense job was done so
amazingly well as a unit
that
most
fans
only
remembered what happened
defensively for Pacific. Opera
singer Mark Pash's 31 yard field
goal provided the extra scoring
Pacific needed to win the game.
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